Cockpit Communication Systems
Provides voice and data connectivity in the cockpit

GoDirect Toolkit & GoDirect Network
Provides operators and flight maintenance technicians the data to provide fast technical support for any connectivity hardware problems

GoDirect Flight Bag Pro
Pulls in vital flight data that allows pilots to make strategic decisions

GoDirect Flight Preview
Gives pilots a highly accurate preview of the runway and surroundings

GoDirect Weather
Gives pilots real-time weather data along their flight path

Connected Radar
Collects and aggregates weather data from weather radar systems onboard multiple aircraft

GoDirect Fuel Efficiency
Offers a full range of analysis, monitoring and reporting tools to help airlines improve fuel conservation

GoDirect Ground Handling
Gives ground handlers information they can access with a hand-held device to speed up aircraft turnaround times

Aspire 300
Latest technology that delivers cockpit voice and safety services to improve overall safety of operations

GX Aviation powered by JetWave
Reliable, high-speed, global, in-flight Wi-Fi

Cockpit Communication Systems
Provides voice and data connectivity in the cockpit

GoDirect Maintenance
Monitors technology on the aircraft in real time and post flight to make sure any potential issues are repaired, before a plane is grounded

Aspire 300
Latest technology that delivers cockpit voice and safety services to improve overall safety of operations